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Title IX  and Education
Educational Program must be a 

federal funding recipient
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 Section 1681. Sex(a) Prohibition against 
discrimination No person in the United States 
shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from 
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or 
be subjected to discrimination under any 
education program or activity receiving 
Federal financial assistance
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 For the purposes of this title, the term “program 
or activity” and “program” mean all of the 
operations of —

 (l)(A) a department, agency, special purpose 
district, or other instrumentality of a State or of a 
local government; or

 (B) the entity of such State or local government 
that distributed such assistance and each such 
department or agency (and each other State or 
local government entity) to which the assistance 
is extended, in the case of assistance to a State 
or local government;
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 (2)(A) a college, university, or other post-
secondary institution, or a public system of 
higher education; or

 (B) a local educational agency (as defined 
in section 2854(a)(10) of this title, system of 
vocational education, or other school system;
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 (3)(A) an entire corporation, partnership, or other 
private organization, or an entire sole proprietorship 
—

 (i) if assistance is extended to such corporation, 
partnership, private organization, or sole 
proprietorship as a whole; or

 (ii) which is principally engaged in the business 
of providing education, health care, housing, social 
services, or parks and recreation; or

 (B) the entire plant or other comparable, 
geographically separate facility to which Federal 
financial assistance is extended, in the case of any 
other corporation, partnership, private organization, 
or sole proprietorship; or
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 (4) any other entity which is established by 
two or more of the entities described in 
paragraph (l), (2) or (3);

 any part of which is extended Federal 
financial assistance, except that such term 
does not include any operation of an entity 
which is controlled by a religious 
organization if the application of section 
1681 if this title to such operation would not 
be consistent with the religious tenets of 
such organization.
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 Recipients of federal funding. Davis v. Monroe 
Cty. Bd. Education, 526 U.S. 629 (1999).

 No Eleventh Amendment immunity for Title IX 
purposes. Pederson, et. al. v. Louisiana State 
University, 213 F.3d 858 (2000).

 Individual school officials cannot be sued under 
Title IX. Williams v. Board of regents of Univ. 
System of Ga., 477 F.3d 1282 (11th Cir. 
2007)(only funding recipients can be held liable 
for violations of Title IX); Hartley v. Parnell, 193 
F.3d 1263, 1270 (11th Cir. 1999)(same).
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 Can bring Section 1983 action based upon 
Title IX violation.  Fitzgerald v. Barnstable 
School Committee, 555 U.S. 246 (2009).

 Doe v. School Board of Broward County, 
Florida, 2010 WL 1655918 (11th Cir.  2010)   

 Supervisor has to participate or there has 
to be causal connection between actions and 
Title IX deprivation.
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 Congress did not provide a statute of 
limitations for Title IX. The “most closely 
analogous” statute of limitations under state 
law governs the cause of action.
M.H.D. v. Westminster Schools, 172 F.3d 797 
(C.A.11 (Ga.) 1999) quoting Reed v. United 
Transp. Union, 488 U.S. 319, 323 (1989).
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 There are no conditions precedent to filing a 
lawsuit under Title IX, such as filing an 
administrative complaint with a government 
agency like the EEOC or FCHR.

 However, individuals complaining about Title IX 
violations can file an administrative complaint 
with the U.S. Department of Education, Office for 
Civil Rights.

 An administrative complaint must be filed within 
180 days of the discrimination unless the 
discrimination is a continuing action or if there is 
good cause to waive the filing deadline. Good 
cause has been defined as learning of the 
discrimination more than 180 after it occurred.
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 Some courts have held that to the extent a Title IX 
plaintiff is asserting a discriminatory loss of 
employment benefit (i.e., loss of coaching duties or 
loss of pay), the claim must rest exclusively under 
Title VII and not Title IX. Lowery v. Texas A & M 
University System, 117 F.3d 242 (5th Cir. 1997); 
Lakoski v. Thomas M. James, M.D., 66 F.3d 751 (5th 
Cir. 1995): Gisbon v. Hickman, 2 F.Supp.2d 1481 
(M.D.Ga. 1998); Hazel v. School Board of Dade 
County, Florida, 7 F.Supp.2d 1349 (S.D.Fla. 1998); 
Cooper v. Gustavus Adolphus College, 957 F.Supp. 
191 (D.Minn. 1997); Howard v. Board of Education of 
Sycamore Community Unit School District, 893 
F.Supp. 808 (N.D.Ill. 1995); and Storey v. Board of 
Regents, 604 F.Supp. 1200 (W.D.Wis. 1985).
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 But see North Haven Bd. of Ed. v. Bell, 456 
U.S. 512 (1982). Bell addressed Title IX’s 
prohibition of employment discrimination in a 
challenge to the validity of administrative 
regulations. Bell was not a claim by an 
individual for money damages.
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 Winter v. Pennsylvania State University, 2016 
WL1110215 (M.D.Pa. 2016).

 Ivan v. Kent State Univ., No. 94-4090, 1996 
WL 422496, at *3 n.10 (6th Cir. 1996) 
(overruling the district court’s conclusion 
“that Title VII preempts an individual’s private 
remedy under Title IX”)
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 Title IX cases use the same patterns of proof 
as Title VII cases. Pederson, et. al. v. 
Louisiana State University, 213 F.3d 858 
(2000). If you are unfamiliar with Title VII of 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, you 
should consider co-counseling with an 
attorney who has experience with Title VII 
cases.
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 Title IX is interpreted in many aspects to 
follow Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, which 
courts look to for implied causes of action 
and remedies under Title IX. 
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 Jackson v. Birmingham Bd. Of Ed., 544 U.S. 
167 (2005).
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 Kinsman v. Florida State Univ. Bd. of Trustees, 
No. 4:15CV235-MW/CAS, 2015 W11110848, at 
*1 (N.D. Fla. Aug. 12, 2015). 



IN KINSMAN THE INVESTIGATION LINGERED FOR 
11 MONTHS AND THAT EVIDENCE OF A LENGTHY 
INVESTIGATION HELPED KINSMAN SHOW THAT 
FSU WAS POTENTIALLY DELIBERATELY 
INDEFFERNT AT LEAST IN TERMS OF ALLOWING 
THE CASE TO CONTINUE IN COURT AND SETTLE 
IN THE HIGH SIX FIGURES
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 First, the defendant must be a recipient of 
federal funds under Title IX. Williams v. Bd. of 
Regents of Univ. Sys. of Georgia, 477 F.3d 
1282, 1293 (11th Cir. 2007). 
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 Second, "an 'appropriate person,' must have 
actual knowledge of the discrimination or 
harassment the plaintiff alleges occurred. 
Gebser v. Lago Vista Indep. Sch. Dist., 524 
U.S. 274, 290 (1998)). "[A]n appropriate 
person ... is, at a minimum, an official of the 
recipient entity with authority to take 
corrective action to end the discrimination." 
Id. (internal quotation marks omitted). 
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 Third, "a funding recipient is liable 
for…harassment only if 'the funding recipient 
acts with deliberate indifference to known 
acts of harassment in its programs or 
activities.' " Kinsman v. Florida State Univ. Bd. 
of Trustees, No. 4:15CV235-MW/CAS, 2015 
WL 11110848, at *1 (N.D. Fla. Aug. 12, 
2015). 
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 Fourth, "the discrimination must be 'so 
severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive 
that it effectively bars the victim's access to 
an educational opportunity or benefit.' " 
Kinsman at *4. 
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 34 C.F.R. §106.57(a)(1)(“A recipient shall 
not…take any employment 
action…Concerning the potential marital 
status, parental or family status of an 
employee.”

 Employees get reasonable leave
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 At least one court has held that employees 
can sue for pregnancy discrimination under 
Title IX. Ivan v. Kent State University, 863 
F.Supp. 581 (N.D.Ohio 1994)(graduate 
student’s loss of employment due to her 
pregnancy could be analyzed under Title IX).
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 Palmer ex rel. Palmer v. Santa Rosa County, 
Fla.,School Board, 2005 WL 3338724 at * 4, 
n. 9 (N.D. Fla. Dec. 8, 2005) (“A plaintiff who 
eligibility to participate in sports activity or is 
no longer a student may lack standing to 
assert an individual Title IX claim for 
injunctive relief.”) (citing Cook v.Colgate 
University, 992 F.2d 17, 20 (2d Cir. 1993)).
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 Back pay; lost benefits; compensatory; attorney fees and costs, 
but unlike Title VII there is no statutory cap on damages under 
Title IX. Punitive damages ? Barnes v. Gorman, 536 U.S. 181, 122 
S.Ct. 2097, 153 L.Ed.2d 230 (2002).

 Roybal v. New Mexico Highlands University, (D.N.M 1999) 
$78,000. $70,000 back-pay and $8,000 scholarship money.

 Nelson v. University of Maine, No.95-0179-B (D.Me. 1997) 
$30,000 compensatory damages; $50,000 punitive damages; 
$94,000 attorney’s fees.

 Mercer v. Duke University, 401 F.3d 199 (4th Cir. 
2005)($350,000 in attorneys’ fees with nominal damage award 
affirmed). Mercer v. Duke Univ., 181 F.Supp.2d 525, 531 
(M.D.N.C.2001), vacated in part & remanded, 50 Fed. Appx. 643 
(4th Cir.2002)( In light of the Supreme Court’s decision in 
Barnes, punitive damages award vacated).
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 NO CONTACT ORDERS

 NO TEACHING ON CAMPUS (IF RESPONDENT 
IS A PROFESSOR, COACH)
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 Yusuf v. Vassar College, 35 F.3d 709 (2d Cir.1994).

 Xiaolu Peter Yu v. Vassar Coll., 97 F. Supp. 3d 448, 
462 (S.D.N.Y. 2015).

 Alleged flaws in a sexual harassment procedure were 
not actionable in the absence of a “particularized 
allegation relating to a causal connection between the 
flawed outcome and gender bias.”

 There is no Title IX statutory due process right 
separate from a right to be free from discrimination, 
even for a student.
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 Starishevsky v. Hofstra Univ., 161Misc.2d 
137, 612 N.Y.S.2d 794, (N.Y.Sup.Ct.1994)

 Starishevsky was a Hofstra University 
administrator who was dismissed following 
charges of sexual harassment pursued 
through University procedures created under 
Title IX and its implementing rule. The court 
cited numerous cases developing the 
particulars of the right  under New York law 
for a fair hearing for faculty members.
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 When students or faculty act by posting on social 
media themselves, it can be used as evidence in 
opposition to dismiss a Title IX court case under 
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6). See i.e.., 
Doe v. University of Tennessee, 2016 WL2595795 
(M.D.Tenn. 2016) (coach and athletic team 
posted photo supporting accused perpetrator on 
social media) and Rex v. West Virginia School of 
Osteopathic Medicine, 119 F.Supp.2d 542 
(S.D.W.Va. 2015) (students and faculty 
commented about Plaintiff’s rape on social media 
making it the subject of ridicule and mockery).
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 Any person who works for:
◦ U.S. government,

◦ U.S. state, 

◦ a local city or county, or 

◦ any other public employer, such as a school district 
or transportation agency is a government or “public 
sector” employee. 

 These employees have employment rights 
which often differ from the rights given to 
employees who work for non-government  
(“private” employers).
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 Includes Government Agencies – like TSA, Federal 
Bureau of Prisons, USPS, VA, National Weather Service

 Pay is determined by Congress – three systems 
General Schedule (GS), Senior Executive Service (SES), 
and Executive Level

 May appeal certain disciplinary actions and personnel 
decisions through the Merit Systems Protection Board 
(MSPB)

 Whistleblowers and those subject to prohibited 
personnel practices (PPPs) can file with the Office of 
Special Counsel

 Discrimination, harassment, and retaliation claims 
can be filed with the Equal Employment Opportunity 
office (EEO).
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 Federal contractors are individuals or 
employers who enter into a contract with the 
United States (any department or agency) to 
perform a specific job, supply labor and 
materials, or for the sale of products and 
services.

 Certain labor laws for workers of federal 
contractors provide greater rights than those 
for public sector employees
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 Civil Service Board
◦ Most all states have civil service protection laws, but some states 

do not  have protections for new hires who are at-will (EX: Florida, 
Georgia)

 Just Cause Provisions: 
◦ Ordinance Codes
◦ Special Acts of Legislature

 Collective Bargaining Agreement
◦ Certain states may have commissions like the Public Employees 

Relations Commission (FL) that certifies a particular union to be 
the bargaining agent for specific group of employees
 Can an employee utilize on own or only through union?
 Are there restrictions?
 Note: Most states have mandatory bargaining statutes (approximately 

34 states as well as DC). Some states prohibit bargaining and some 
states have no statutes on bargaining.
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 Are there pre-requisites for an employee to bring a claim?
◦ EX: California Government Claims Act
◦ EX: Florida Statute 768.28

 Where Can an Employee Bring a Claim?
◦ State Court, Federal Court or a Court of Claims (Ex: Ohio)

 State may maintain its Eleventh Amendment immunity from lawsuits in federal court while 
simultaneously waiving its immunity, and consenting to be sued, in its own courts. Ford Motor 
Co. v. Department of Treasury, 323 U.S. 459 (1945). 

◦ 11th Amendment Sovereign Immunity 
 Note: Also protects State officials, who are acting in their official capacities, from lawsuits for 

money damages. See Pennhurst State School & Hospital v. Halderman, 465 U.S. 89, 101 (1984); 
Edleman v. Jordan, 415 U.S. 651, 663 (1974). 

 Counties generally are not entitled to Eleventh Amendment immunity. See Jinks v. Richland 
County, 538 U.S. 456 (2003); same with municipalities Monell v. Department of Social Services 
of City of New York, 436 U.S. 658 (1978); 

 Do the employees work in a field with a “bill of rights” such as:
◦ Law Enforcement Bill of Rights

 Investigation Process
 May give employees opportunity to review statements before questioning

 Their interview is recorded

 Must be timely

 Must be given notice

◦ Firefighter Bill of Rights
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 Where does the employee work? Determines the 
rules/law/regulations about employment. 

 Examples for differences between types of employees and civil 
rights claims
◦ Federal Employee

 Civil Rights claims subject to Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) and 
claims must be initiated within 45 days of adverse action

 Includes those working in federal agencies, like USPS, VA
◦ State Employees

 Civil rights claims subject to the Equal Employment Opportunities 
Commission (EEOC) and due to be filed within 180 or 300 days (depending 
on workshare agreement with state) and/or filed with state civil rights agency 
(time depends on state regulations)

 Could include those working for State Highway Patrol, state agencies, etc.
◦ Local Government Employees

 Civil rights claims may be subject to initial filing with an Office of Equal 
Opportunities or similar agency as a pre-requisite 

 Could includes those working as teachers within public school system, police 
officers, firefighters
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 Understanding where the employee works 
determines coverage for certain claims. 

 For example, unlike private sector employees, 
employees who work for state and local 
governments are not covered by Federal OSHA 
laws (but may have OSH Act protections if they 
work in a state with a OSHA-approved state plan

 Only private employers covered by the National 
Labor Relations Act

 Do state whistleblower statutes cover all 
employees or are there separate statutes?
◦ EX: FL 448.102 vs. Fla Stat. 112.3187
◦ EX: Cal. Labor Code §1102.5 to 1105 – applies to both 

public and private employees
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 Work e-mails may be public records
◦ EX: Massachusetts Public Records Act, M.G.L. c. 66, 

§§ 1, et. seq., broadly defines “public records” 

 Personnel file may be subject to a Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) request
◦ Compare with private employees in states with no 

right to personnel file)
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 Freedom to Contract
 Employment at Will
 Harrah Independent School District v. Martin, 440 U.S. 194 

(1979), the Supreme Court suggested that a public 
employee with a protected property interest in 
employment had a substantive due process right to be free 
from arbitrary and capricious state action. 

 In the District of Columbia, a plaintiff asserting a 
substantive due process claim must allege facts showing 
that District officials are guilty of “grave unfairness in the 
discharge of their legal responsibilities,” Silverman v. 
Barry, 269 U.S. App. D.C. 327, 845 F.2d 1072, 1080 (D.C. 
Cir. 1988). 

 Other courts have rejected plaintiffs’ claims to substantive 
due process rights in the workplace. See Kaucher v. County 
of Bucks, 455 F.3d 418 (3d Cir.2006) 
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 Fourth Amendment: Privacy and Search and Seizure Issues
◦ U.S. Supreme Court held that the Fourth Amendment protects employees 

from unreasonable searches conducted by governments in their capacities 
as employers. See O’Connor v. Ortega, 480 U.S. 709, 717 (1987) 

◦ Public employers’ right to search employee lockers, as well. See, e.g., 
Postal Workers v. U.S. Postal Service, 871 F.2d 556 (6th Cir. 1989) 

◦ Vega- Rodriguez v. Puerto Rico Telephone, 110 F.3d 174 (1st Cir. 
1997)(soundless video surveillance of telephone company employees 
permissible under Fourth Amendment; employees did not have objectively 
reasonable expectation of privacy in open work area that had no work 
stations for employees’ exclusive use); 

◦ Government employer requires its employees to produce urine samples to 
be analyzed for evidence of illegal drug use, the collection and subsequent 
analysis of such samples are “searches” that must meet the 
reasonableness requirement of the Fourth Amendment. National Treasury 
Employees Union v. Von Raab, 489 U.S. 656 (1989)(urinalysis testing of 
certain U.S. Customs Service employees)
 Skinner v. Railway Labor Executives Association, 489 U.S. 602 (1989)
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 Right to Due Process? When does it attach?
◦ Are they part of Civil Service? Probationary employee?
◦ Property interest in job conveyed by contract?

 Affirmative Action?
◦ EX: federal contractors and subcontractors

 Veterans Preference?
In federal government, only when applying for competitive 
vacancies

 Federal Hiring – competitive and noncompetitive 
vacancies
◦ EX: anyone can apply for competitive process (such as 

through usajobs.gov) versus non-competitive process 
which are announced to pool of applicants and special 
considerations for eligible vVterans
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 Public employees typically have minimum due process rights for disciplinary 
action
◦ Ex: California “Skelly Rights”

 Employee must receive notice of the proposed discipline (a/k/a Notice of Adverse Action, or 
“Notice”);

 Notice must identify the specific rule/policy that has allegedly been violated by the employee;

 Notice must allege factual basis for violation (i.e. “cause for discipline”);

 Notice must be served with all documents that were relied upon by the official proposing the 
discipline;

 Notice must provide deadline for any response; and

 Notice must include effective date of discipline.

◦ Other state and local pre-determination meetings

 Federal employees: Form SF 50
◦ Agency needs preponderance of evidence for adverse action
◦ Employees generally must be notified 30 days in advance of suspension, demotion, or 

termination

 Local governments may have progressive discipline policies, employee rights 
typically depend on length of time employment (ie whether they are Civil Service 
employee or subject to collective bargaining agreement):
◦ See West Palm Beach Progressive Discipline Policy
◦ https://wpb.org/getmedia/3d050abe-ca7a-4e76-a91b-1720ca8691a0/Progressive-

Discipline-Policy; 
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 US Constitution 5th Amendment: a governmental entity may not deprive an individual of liberty without 
due process of law.
◦ “Liberty,” for purposes of due process clause, is the right for an employee to pursue their chosen trade an profession. If the disciplinary charges 

against the employee damage the employee’s ability to find future employment, the employee is entitled to a “name-clearing hearing.”

◦ THE TEST: Whether an employer has made and published a false statement of a stigmatizing 
nature.

 Allegations that the employer merely imposed excessive or unwarranted discipline are insufficient to 
obtain a hearing. Rather, the employer’s disciplinary charges, and its publication of those charges, 
must create a “stigma” for the employee, i.e. it must be sufficiently detrimental to seriously affect the 
employee’s ability to find employment.

 Allegations of as dishonesty, criminal behavior, and other serious forms of misconduct have been 
found sufficiently stigmatizing to warrant a name-clearing hearing. See, Bartholomew v. Fischl, 782 
F.2d 1148,1150 (3d Cir. 1986)(Dishonesty); Burkhart v. Rnadles, 764 F.2d 1196 (6th Cir. 1985) 
(Scheming to bug supervisor's office); Walker v. U.S., 744 F.2d 67 (10th Cir.1984) (Lying on 
employment application); Clemons v. Dougherty County, 684 F.2d 1365 (11th Cir.1982) (Hostile with 
neighbors, provoked fights, improperly used police facilities to investigate neighbor); Colalmi v. 
Walker, 542 F.2d 969 (7th Cir.1976) (Using influence to force company to drop criminal charges 
against employee); Suarez v. Weaver, 484 F.2d 678 (7th Cir.1973) (Possible drug violations); Wellner v. 
Minnesota State Junior College Board, 487 F.2d 153 (8th Cir.1973) (Manifest racism).
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 Liberty interests are not violated where the charges involve general job performance such as substandard performance, 
profanity, lack of respect, inability to accept guidance and direction, poor judgment, insubordination, hostility, or violation 
of no-strike law or other protected union activity. See generally Bristol Virginia School Bd. v. Quarles, 366 SE2d 82 
(Va.1988).

 The statement must have been “published,” meaning that the employer must have made the statement publicly so that the 
employee would be damaged by it.

 Name clear hearings are designed only to allow the employee to clear his or her name. 
◦ name-clearing hearing need not be as thorough as a disciplinary hearing. 

◦ All that need be granted is a meaningful opportunity to prove that the employee did not commit the offense or action of which he is accused. The hearing need not be conducted prior to the 
termination or other discipline. Campbell v. Pierce County, Georgia, 741 F.2d 1342, 1345 (11th Cir. 1984).

 Potential for damages in a civil rights suit if hearing is denied.

 In order to establish a claim, an employee must prove the existence of:

◦ (1) a false statement

◦ (2) of a stigmatizing nature

◦ (3) attending a governmental employee's discharge

◦ (4) made public

◦ (5) by the governmental employer 

◦ (6) without a meaningful opportunity for employee to clear his name.

 Buxton v. City of Plant City , 871 F.2d 1037, 1042-43 (11th Cir. 1989).
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 When the government is the employer, its decisions are usually covered 
by a U.S. or state Constitution like freedom of speech/First Amendment
◦ A government employee’s speech may be protected if the employee made the speech 

in the capacity as a citizen. Pickering v. Board of Education, 391 U.S. 347 (1976) 
(Pickering balancing test, highly fact-specific)

◦ FIRST: Does the employee’s speech touch upon a matter of public concern? Speech 
may be entitled to First Amendment protection. Connick v. Myers, 461 U.S. 138 
(1983) (compare with whether it is personal interest)
 If mixed interest, court must decide whether it is the private or the public concern that 

predominates. Bonnell v. Lorenzo, 241 F.3d 800, 812 (6th Cir. 2001).

◦ SECOND: If the speech touches upon a matter of public concern, did it motivate an 
actionable adverse action? Mt. Healthy City Board of Education v. Doyle, 429 U.S. 274, 
287, (1977). 

◦ THIRD:  Garcetti v. Ceballos, 547 U.S. 410 (2006), Supreme Court added: Were the 
public employee’s statements made “pursuant to the employee’s official duties”?  
 If so, then generally not speaking as a private citizen

 EX: Not protected speech when athletic director/head football coach sent memo to 
office manager and principal criticizing financial management of sports program, 
Williams v. Dallas Independent School District, 480 F.3d 689 (5th Cir. 2007) 

 Note: employee does not have First Amendment protection if speech is 
not made as a citizen.
◦ EX: Employees who write to local newspaper regarding a government policy versus an 

employee who writes to their co-worker about a policy of the government. 
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 National Labor Relations Board v. J. Weingarten, 
Inc., 420 U.S. 251 (1975) (“Weingarten”)
◦ U. S. Supreme Court granted employees the right to 

representation during certain interviews. 

◦ Employee have a right to request union representation 
during any investigatory interview in which it is 
reasonably likely that discipline or other adverse 
consequence will follow. 

 But note: The employee must make a clear request for union 
representation before or during the interview. 

 Also note:  there are exceptions.

 EX: employee is assured there will be no  discipline, locker 
searches, job-related inquiry (like training)
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 Executive Order 13665 (”Pay Transparency”)
◦ Protects employees of federal contractors from 

discrimination based on compensation inquiries, 
discussions, or disclosures.

◦ Federal contractors are required to notify their 
employees of their rights under the rule.

◦ Requires federal contractors to incorporate pay 
transparency nondiscrimination provision into employee 
handbooks or manuals

◦ The information must be posted in either on (i) the 
employer’s website or (ii) in a place on the employer’s 
premises that is easily seen by employees. 
 https://www.govinfo.gov/link/cpd/executiveorder/13665
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 When employees are looking to proceed with 
a claim, is there an election of remedies?
◦ Some cases, you cannot choose more than one 

remedy, such as :

 Career/civil service/State Personnel Board process

 Grievance/union arbitration

 Public Employee Relations Commission (PERC) Unfair 
Labor Practice (ex: charges against employer or union)

 Public Sector Whistleblower 

 Pre-disciplinary meeting
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